
 

 

Cafeteria Sound System Quick Reference 
 

 

 

 

Connect the audio source to an available input (either at the mixer or at an on-stage snake) and note 
the input number.    Remember that the on-stage snake inputs are referred to as REACREACREACREAC inputs. 

 
 
 

 
Select the channel block in which the new channel 
is to be created. 
 
Slide the new channel’s fader to its lowest position 
and make sure that the channel is not muted.  
 
Tap the channel’s name below its fader and tap 
the CH EDITCH EDITCH EDITCH EDIT button on the righthand side of the 
screen. 

 
Select the channel’s input source in the PATCHPATCHPATCHPATCH 
box. If an on-stage snake input is being used, be 
sure to select a REAC input. 

 
While the audio source is at its highest highest highest highest 
predicted volumepredicted volumepredicted volumepredicted volume, drag the SENSSENSSENSSENS knob up 
until the level light beside the fader on the left 
of the screen peaks between the 6 and 0 
marks (avoid allowing the level light to reach the 0 mark, as harsh and damaging distortion may 
result). 
 
Slowly raise the channel’s fader to the desired volume level.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Tap the coloured channel name box at the top of the channel edit module to edit the channel’s name 
and colour as desired.  

CREATING A NEW CHANNEL 

Although new channels can be created using the mixer, it is much more 
efficient to complete this operation using the iPad app, as discussed below. 

If the sound is too “boomy”, a low cut    (HPF)(HPF)(HPF)(HPF) can be activated and adjusted here to reduce the bass. 
 
If the audio source requires 48V phantom power (choir condenser microphone, for example), it can 
be activated here. Make sure the channel is muted when activating/deactivating the 48V. Do not 
use 48V for sources that do not require it (most sources). 

 
If a wireless microphone will be used with shouting, engage its -10 dB pad by 
holding its channelchannelchannelchannel button until a dot appears in its display (5 seconds). 

 
 


